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Bedding House B.V. is a Dutch family business specialized in the  

design and distribution of bed and bath linen. The company is located  

in Lisse, in the heart of the flower bulb region, a stone’s throw away 

from Amsterdam. The company was founded in 1978, which means  

we have been successful for over 40 years. We have been considered 

the market leader in bed linen in the Benelux for many years and we 

also have a large distribution of products in over 20 countries in the 

Europe and beyond.

Bedding House develops bed and 

bath linen collections (from scratch) 

for a various number of brands. 

We design two collections each 

year for our own brands such as 

Beddinghouse, At home by  

Bedding House, Kardol and KAAT 

Amsterdam, but also for renowned 

(international brands) such as Auping, 

Oilily, Rivièra Maison, Pip Studio and 

vtwonen. 

We also have extensive experience 

in the field of developing private 

label concepts. The product portfolio 

is compiled of items such as duvet 

covers, fitted sheets, moltons, 

decoration cushions, and towels.

All collections are designed and 

developed in our own design studio 

and are all inspired by the latest 

trends in fashion, design, and interior. 

This makes our company truly unique.

Bedding House provides a full-service 

concept for its customers. Within 

the concept both the needs of the 

end consumer and our client play a 

central role. What this means is that, 

apart from designing the collections, 

Bedding House also provides 

marketing, sales, ICT, and logistics 

support. In this partnership we aim for 

a care-free collaboration for our client.

Our Story
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‘Driven by 
craftmanship 
and passion’
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Mission Bedding House offers trendy 

brands in bed and bath textiles, based on 

knowledge passion and craftsmanship. 

Authenticity and entrepreneurship are key 

in our (family owned) company. This is 

strongly expressed in our relationships. 

We aim for customer satisfaction and 

deliver what we promise. Our aim is to 

create a ‘wow-factor’ for our customers. 

Our principal is to help create a 

sustainable future.

House of Brands
We give brands added value  

by providing more brand  

experience.

Product Design
We design all products in our  

in-house design studio.

Consumer centered
Our marketing strategy is  

consumer oriented and  

omni-channel focused.

• Dutch family owned company

• We have been in existence for over 40 years   

 (est. 1978)

• Situated in the heart of the Dutch bulb region, 

 close to Amsterdam

• Market leader in bed linen in the Benelux market

• Exporting to more than 20 countries

• We have a unique in-house design studio

• We represent an extensive collection of (renowned) 

 brands and concepts (own brands and licensed  

 brands)

• All designs are inspired by international trends 

 and the needs of the end consumer

• We bring a broad collection of bedding products: 

 duvet covers, fitted sheets, moltons and acces-

 sories. Including complementary bath products

• We invest in innovative products and processes

• We care for a better future (Product, People and  

 Packaging)

• Better Cotton Initiative member since 2016

• We offer a full service concept for customers: 

 marketing, ICT-solutions, efficient supply chain 

 management, and sourcing expertise

• We offer smart ICT-solutions for smooth business

• We export to all European countries through local 

 partners or directly to department stores and 

 (online) retail chains

• We export directly to department stores and retail 

 chains in the Middle East, Asia and Canada

International Development
Benelux, Germany, UK, and Asia 

are the main business areas.

Innovations in technologies
We follow new technologies in 

design and print. We also focus  

on the development of innovative 

textile products.

Sustainability
Bedding House has a vision for  

a sustainable future.

Goals
• Our target is to use only 100% 

sustainable cotton in the future, 

which is produced completely in 

an environmentally-friendly  

manner.

• Working together with  

manufacturers who provide good 

working conditions for their em-

ployees.

• Eco-friendly packaging for our 

complete assortment.

Strategy

Bedding House
Facts
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Design
What makes us truly stand out from the rest of the 

market? Definitely the creative heart of our company; 

our design studio. This is where our stories come to life 

and where our products are passionately created. We 

are a house of distinctive and innovative brands 

covering different styles, tastes and price points.

Our designs are inspired by the latest trends in 

fashion and interior design, but are also 

commercially designed. Our designers are highly 

skilled in the production process and the use of 

different materials, as they work with our productions 

partners on a daily basis. This way we can assure the 

highest possible quality of products in the market.

 

Innovation
Bedding House has been investing in innovation for 

many years. For example bringing new textile qualities 

yearly, improving printing techniques, investing in  

different types of packaging to create a more  

sustainable future. At Bedding House we believe that 

innovation is the key to a long-term and solid busi-

ness management. Keeping ahead of other players in 

the market can only be achieved when innovation is 

strongly part of the company’s strategy. We listen to 

the needs of our consumers carefully and innovate and 

adjust wherever possible, or keep on searching until 

we find a matching solution for a customer’s challenge. 

These innovation challenges can be on all sort of levels, 

for example innovations for more comfortable 

sleeping, as well as reducing our environmental foot-

print for future generations. 

 

Sustainability
Bedding House cares for a sustainable future. We see

sustainability in our market field as a challenge, but 

also as an opportunity. It provides an opportunity to 

work together, to innovate and to use our knowledge 

and creativity to obtain the right balance between  

production and the environmental impact. Our  

sustainability policy focusses on three main goals:

• Product > Increasing the amount of sustainable 

 cotton in the production chain, as being member 

 of BCI;

• People > We carefully select our suppliers  

 on working conditions for their employees. 

 Additionally we invest in sustainability projects, 

 focused on the wellbeing and development of 

 women and children in our production countries;

• Packaging > We are reducing the amount of 

 plastics used in our supply chain. Besides, we also 

 invest in recyclable and degradable plastics for 

 packaging. 

 

Quality
At Bedding House we mainly work with cotton, but this 

is all but boring. We have all kinds of different qualities 

made of cotton in our collections: satin, velvet, flannel, 

percale, jersey, brushed twill, (edel) seersucker and 

more. Cotton is a natural product and its main char-

acteristic is that it is breathable, which is perfect for 

sleeping products. 

Our different cotton qualities distinguish from each 

other by warmth, weight, softness and smoothness.  

Each season we search for new bedding textiles to add 

to our assortment. That way we can keep ahead of the 

competition by providing the best new qualities for 

commercial prices. 

We frequently hear positive quality reviews from 

consumers who newly purchased a Beddinghouse 

bed linen set. Of course this is our main reason for 

continuously improvement and innovation on our 

qualities: more happy sleepers. 

‘Our aim is 

to create a 

wow-factor

for our

 customers.’
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Bedding House manufactures  
products in:

• China

• India

• Pakistan

• Portugal

• Turkey

Manufacturing Countries

Selling Countries

Bedding House sells 
products in:

• Australia

• Belgium 

• China

• Canada

• Denmark

• Finland

• France

• Germany

• Italy

• South Korea

• Norway

• Poland

• South-Africa

• Sweden

• Spain

• The Netherlands

• United Kingdom

• USA

• Russia

• Jordan €20,-

€50,-

€100,-

High End DesignConventional Design

Price Level

Single Duvet Cover

Manufacturing and SalesBrands and Positioning
in the market
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‘Bedding House 
wants to contribute 
to a better and more 
sustainable future’
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A few years ago, Bedding House initiated a policy to 
contribute to a better and more sustainable future. 
This awareness is growing, both within and outside of 
the company. We choose to focus on the following
three P’s: Product - People - Packaging. 

Product
Bedding House strives to achieve sustainability in the 
entire production line and the aim is to include the entire 
process - from the plant to the product - in this goal. 
Our target is to use only 100% sustainable cotton in the 
future, which is produced completely in an 
environmentally-friendly manner.

People
We support projects at home and abroad that are 
primarily concerned with the well-being of people. 
Bedding House’s products are made in Pakistan, India, 
Turkey and China and we select our manufacturers in 
these countries with great care to ensure that good 
working conditions are in place. We also visit our 
manufacturers at least twice a year to ensure that 
products are made to our specifications.

Packaging
Bedding House is highly aware of the adverse effects 
of plastic on our planet. In order to reduce the usage of 
PVC, it is our objective to package all our products 100% 
PVC free. Rethinking the way we design our packaging is 
one step further down the road to a cleaner environment 
and a sustainable future. We have already  
successfully developed sustainable packaging for several 
of our brands, and are committed to ensure this for all of 
them in the near future.

Bedding House 
and sustainability
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“We partner with the 
Better Cotton Initiative 
to improve cotton 

farming globally.”

Fibre
quality

Decent 
work

Water
efficiency

Healthy
soil

Bio-
diversity

Crop
protection

The cotton farmers who join 

this programme, observe the 

following principles:

 

Management
system

At Bedding House we take our responsibility towards 
a better environment and a better society seriously. 
We want to create beautiful collections that minimise 
the harmful impact on the environment and that are 
produced by farmers who conserve natural habitats. 
Bedding House has been a partner of the Better Cotton 
Initiative (BCI) since 2016. 

The Better Cotton Initiative is the largest cotton  
sustainability programme in the world. In 2019, BCI  
celebrates its 10th anniversary.  
In the 2017-2018 cotton season, licensed BCI farmers 
produced more than five million metric tonnes of ‘Better 
Cotton’ - that accounts for around 19% of global cotton 
production. 
Last year, the Better Cotton Initiative (BCI) and partners 
provided training on more sustainable farming practices 
to more than two million cotton farmers in 21 countries. 

• BCI farmers in India (10% less) and Pakistan (17% less) 
used significant less water than comparison farmers. 

• The BCI farmers in India used 19% less synthetic  
fertilizer than comparison farmers. In Pakistan this  
number is equally impressive: 17% less.
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Communication 
tools

1. Story specific packaging including 

 a booklet about the story.

2. Point Of Sale (POS) material to 

 use in-store. 

3.  Our social media accounts on 

 Instagram, Facebook, LinkedIn  

 and Pinterest.

4. Season specific video content 

 about styling or advice on quality 

 and usability.

5. Our door-to-door brochure.

VJ20VGM_AccTag_Booklet.indd   1 31/10/2019   10:34

 

VJ20VGM_AccTag_Booklet.indd   2 31/10/2019   10:34

 

Beddinghouse x 
Van Gogh Museum 

Collection

We are inspired by the  

collaboration with the  

Van Gogh Museum which  

resulted in a collection of  

duvet covers and  

accessories.

VJ20VGM_AccTag_Booklet.indd   3 31/10/2019   10:34

 

Accessories 
Collection

 

Thank you for choosing this 

unique accessory from the 

collection. 

There are still many more.

VJ20VGM_AccTag_Booklet.indd   10 31/10/2019   10:34
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Follow us:

For more information on these 

projects and timelines, please follow 

our social media channels, sign up for 

our newsletters or consult your 

Bedding House’s sales-department.

Irises  
Van Gogh painted this  

still life in the psychiatric 

hospital in Saint-Rémy.  

For him, the painting was 

mainly a study in colour.  

He set out to achieve a  

powerful colour contrast.  

By placing the purple flowers 

against a yellow background, 

he made the decorative 

forms stand out even more 

strongly. The irises were  

originally purple. But as the 

red pigment has faded,  

they have turned blue.  

Van Gogh made two  

paintings of this bouquet. 

Vincent van Gogh (1853 - 1890) 

Irises

Saint-Rémy-de-Provence, May 1890

  oil on canvas, 92.7 x 73.9 cm

Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam  

(Vincent van Gogh Foundation) 

® Van Gogh Museum, © VGME B.V. 

‘‘The painting  
comes to me as  
if in a dream’’

 

Vincent van Gogh to his brother Theo, 

Tuesday, 25 September 1888

Bedding House B.V. Vennestraat 8, 2161 LE Lisse, 

The Netherlands www.beddinghouse.com  

Washing Instructions ‘‘We partner with the Better Cotton Initiative  
to support sustainable grown cotton globally’’

Beddinghouse is official partner 

for Van Gogh Museum

Appreciate one of Vincent van Gogh 

Starpieces in high quality cotton satin. 
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Bedding House x
Van Gogh Museum 
Collection

Follow us
 

BlueBlue

Taupe

van €79,95 voor 

€89,95
Vanaf

€89,95
Blue
Mountain View

Satijn, 100% katoen.

140 x 200/220 cm € 79,95 € 69,95

200 x 200/220 cm € 149,95 € 129,95

240 x 200/220 cm € 159,95 € 139,95 

Blue
Teije

Satijn, 100% katoen.

140 x 200/220 cm € 79,95

200 x 200/220 cm € 149,95

240 x 200/220 cm € 159,95 

Blue

Vanaf

€89,95
Blue
Vinz

Satijn, 100% katoen.

140 x 200/220 cm € 69,95

200 x 200/220 cm € 129,95

240 x 200/220 cm € 139,95 
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Our design studio is the creative heart of our  

company. This is where our stories come to life and 

where our products are passionately created.  

Our designs are inspired by the latest trends in 

fashion and interior design. We are a house of  

distinctive and innovative brands covering different 

styles, tastes and pricepoints. We are specialists in 

making made to measure commercial designs for 

every one of our brands and customers. 

Our designers are highly skilled in the production 

process and the use of different materials. They work 

closely together with our productions partners so we 

can assure the highest possible quality of products in 

the market. We can advice you on colors and trends 

to make sure you get the best of what we have to 

offer. 

Design Studio

Trend and market 

research for each individual 

customer/country

The way we work

Mood board 

adapted to the specific 

consumers needs

Collection architecture 

based on materials 

and price point

Collection 

development

Concept and story 

development

Photography 

and styling
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Qualities
from warm to cold

Seersucker
A brand new summer quality 

which feels very light and 

comfortable in warm summer 

nights. Seersucker is a thin, soft 

fabric made of 100% cotton with 

a puckered surface. It is loose 

woven with a very smooth yarn. 

The fabric is light and airy and 

therefore it is ideal to use in 

spring and summer. Ironing is 

discouraged. Only without ironing 

the textile keeps its unique look 

and feel. 

Cotton
Cotton duvet covers are made of 

100% cotton, a natural product. 

Cotton is soft to the touch and is a 

breathable fabric. It has, therefore, 

a pleasant cool feel. Cotton is the 

most common quality material 

used for duvet covers.

Percale
Percale duvet covers are made 

from 100% cotton, a natural 

product. Percale is made of extra 

fine yarns and has a fresh and 

crisp feeling. Percale is extra cool 

and ideal for warm sleepers.

Cotton satin
Cotton satin duvet covers are 

made of 100% cotton, a natural 

product. Cotton satin has a 

beautiful sheen thanks to delicate 

weaving. This gives satin duvet 

covers a chic look. They have a 

soft touch to them due to the use 

of delicate yarns. Thanks to the 

satin weave, cotton satin feels 

even lichter than regular cotton 

and is a breathable fabric.

Velvet
Cotton velvet duvet covers are  

made of 100% velvet, polyester, 

combined with 100% cotton at 

the back of the duvet cover. The 

velvet duvet covers have a very 

soft and warm touch, which makes 

this product a good choice if 

you get cold easily. The velvet is 

characterised by a beautiful chic 

sheen.

Jersey / Jersey Lycra
This soft and smooth fabric feels 

like your favourite t-shirt. The 

fabric looks like delicate knitwear. 

It is very elastic and stretchable 

what gives maximum comfort. 

Also the fabric is breathable and 

absorbing. In warm nights jersey 

will give you an easy and soft 

feeling. Last but not least; ironing 

is not needed with jersey.  

Stonewashed
Stonewashed duvet covers are 

made of 100% cotton, a natural 

product. Because of the use of 

a special washing stonewashed 

duvet covers are very soft. 

Besides, stonewash has a vintage 

look and feel.

Brushed Twill
Brushed twill cotton duvet covers 

are made of 100% cotton, a natural  

product. This quality material  

provides the softness of flannel,  

combined with the breathability  

of cotton. Brushed twill cotton has  

a soft velvet touch to it. Brushed 

Twill can be described as in 

between satin and flannel. Brushed 

Twill duvet covers are soft like 

a peach skin, have a fine brush, 

subtle sheen, does not wrinkle.

Flannel
Flannel duvet covers are made of 

100% cotton, a natural product. 

Also called winter cotton. Flannel 

feels extremely soft and warm 

to the touch. This makes flannel 

duvet covers the perfect choice if 

you get cold easily. Even though 

it feels warm it is still a breathable 

fabric. Flannel thanks its softness 

to the brushed yarns and gives a 

cozy feeling. 

cotton linen waar?

Cotton linen
Linen-blend duvet covers are made 

from soft linen and high-quality cotton. 

The use of linen gives the duvet cover 

a natural look and a characteristic 

light crease. The duvet cover feels 

soft, light, and airy. Linen-blend duvet 

covers are perfect for warm summer 

nights.
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Board of 
Directors

Secretary

Inventory
Management

QC China
 Key Account
Management

Graphic
Design

Warehousing
QC Pakistan

Front Office

Brand
Management

Logistics
QC India

QC Turkey

Back Office

Visual 
Merchandising

Marketing
Services

Human
Resources

Finance ICT

Supply Chain
Management

Sourcing Sales
Benelux, Germany,  

International

MarketingDesign
Studio

Design

Innovation and
Sustainability

Organisation

Design Studio
• Analysis of fashion and 

 interior trends

• Design and development of 

 textile products for all brand 

 collections and customer- 

 specific projects

• Innovation and development  

 of new sustainable concepts

Sourcing
• Our sourcing is based on 

 technological knowledge, 

 supply chain management 

 and quality control

• Maintaining direct contact 

 with our current suppliers’ 

 network for production

• Discover and partner with 

 new trustworthy suppliers for 

 sourcing of new products, 

 innovative materials or 

 production technologies 

• Optimize sourcing procedures 

 to attain maximum efficiency

• Perform cost and scenario 

 analysis, and benchmarking

Marketing
• Monitoring and development 

 of various brands’ identities

• Development of photography 

 and packaging 

• Development of all marketing 

 communication materials 

 (B2B and B2C)

• In collaboration with our 

 clients we develop custom-

 made marketing plans 

• Creation of online (video)   

 content, social media and PR

Sales
• Analysis of Retail and Etail 

 demands and translation to  

 a custom-made sales plan

• Manage customer projects 

• Responsible for the sales of 

 season collections during 

 in-house shows, trade fairs 

 and customer visits. 

• Compile forecasts per collec-

 tion/item in conjunction with 

 a customer

• Compile quotations and 

 verify conditions  

• Ensure a consistent supply 

 chain (deliver what we 

 promise) 

ICT
• Providing an SAP-based 

 enterprise resource planning 

 environment.

• Support customers during 

 e-commerce projects 

• Automate and streamline 

 routine activities as far as 

 possible ensuring optimum 

 support for our customers

• Organising and supporting   

 the processes in an efficient 

 manner.

Supply Chain Management
• Ensuring optimal delivery 

 of our products as promised 

 to our clients

• Supporting customer service/

 sales in order to further 

 optimize the internal and 

 external process of goods

• Handling any inbound/out

 bound goods at our ware

 house 

• Storing and repacking goods 

 to support the entire handling 

 of goods 

• Monitoring, directing and 

 optimizing logistics flows.

Departments
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‘Discover our
Brands’
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Each season, the collections of the well-known 

bed- and bath linen brand, Beddinghouse, are 

designed according to inspiring day-to-day 

stories and the latest trends in the fields of 

fashion and interior. The collections vary greatly 

and offer stories for everyone.  

All Beddinghouse products are made of high 

quality and natural materials. Beddinghouse 

participates in the Better Cotton Initiative to 

improve cotton cultivation worldwide.
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We would like to introduce our re-branded 

high-quality fitted sheet collection. 

Our fitted sheets are devided in three categories: 

fitted sheets, topper fitted sheets and topper 

fitted sheets with a split. These three categories 

are available in various qualities: jersey, jersey 

lycra, percale, molton and molton multifit. Each 

category has its own recognizable line on the 

packaging. Fitted sheets have one line, topper 

fitted sheets have two lines and topper fitted 

sheets with split have three lines.

fitted sheets collection
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The Beddinghouse bath collection consists of a 

range of towels in various sizes, wash cloths and 

bath mats. The Beddinghouse bath collection is 

made of highly absorbent, breathable, high 

quality cotton and is extremely soft to the touch.  

Available in a choice of eight colours, plain or 

striped, this collection adds a touch of luxury to 

every bathroom!

bath collection
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Bedding House is proud to be the official partner 

of the Van Gogh Museum Amsterdam. This unique 

collaboration between one of the most visited 

museums in the world, the Van Gogh Museum in 

Amsterdam, and Bedding House has resulted in a 

very special collection of bedroom textiles. 

Inspired by Vincent van Gogh’s paintings, the 

design team at Bedding House creates luxury 

duvet covers and classic decorative cushions.
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The Beddinghouse Kids collection consists of 

colourful, eye-catching  patterns that appeal 

to younger kids. We also have the Hanneke de 

Jager collection, with unique illustrations  that 

are sure to put a smile on every child’s face! 
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The ‘At Home’ brand has been given a new 

name: ‘At Home by Bedding House’. The 

brand identity has also been given a 

makeover. The new collection features a 

whole spectrum of warm colours, rich 

materials and different styles and designs. 

This mix gives the collection a unique 

character and a real sense of home. 
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KAAT Amsterdam is a Dutch home textile 

design studio. The studio draws inspiration 

from Amsterdam’s cityscape, colours, and all 

kinds of fabrics that it discovers and 

combines to create unique items for your 

home. New structures, patterns, and colours 

are key to our collections. 

The KAAT Amsterdam collection consists of 

decorative cushions, beach towels, plaids and 

bedspreads.
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For over 20 years, Kardol has been 

translating inspiration into bedroom interiors. 

Every season we create beautiful bed linen 

inspired by the world of art, architecture, 

couture, nature and cultural events. 

Extracting inspiration from all these facets 

ensures a rich and unique collection. Widely 

known for its subtlety in layers, refined detail 

and class in design. Kardol bed linen 

collections  create a warm, modern eclectic  

atmosphere. 
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Ariadne at Home is the renowned interior

decoration/lifestyle magazine from  

The Netherlands. The strength of Ariadne  

at Home is the balance between poetry  

and sobriety. Ariadne at Home allows the 

reader to experience different interiors  

while providing ideas and information to  

help them realise their own dream home. 

Bedding House and Ariadne at Home have 

joined forces to create a beautiful and  

commercial bed linen collection.

Combining the Ariadne at Home style with

Bedding House quality.
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We are happy to introduce a new brand, the 

Dutch designer brand Pip Studio. The new collec-

tion will be available from spring/summer 2020. 

The designs in this collections are crafted with 

eye for the tiniest (quirky) details. Classic yet 

inventive, traditional yet original. They remind us 

to embrace our heritage and inspire us to cele-

brate life. Yesterday is a treasure, today is a gift is 

the quote of PIP Studio. Discover the new Pip

Studio bed and bad collection this spring.
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The Auping bed linen collection, produced 

in conjunction with the Dutch brand Auping, 

includes a high quality line of duvet covers, 

decoration cushions, bedspreads and sheets. 

The Auping collection is the perfect addi-

tion to the high quality products that Royal 

Auping offers. The bed linen collection from 

Auping corresponds perfectly with the high 

standards expected from Royal Auping. The 

collection is of a very high quality, is perfectly 

executed and finished with attention to every 

detail.
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Together with vtwonen we offer you the 

best of both worlds: inspirational, creative 

designs combined with craftsmanship in 

high quality bed and bathroom textiles. 

The designs are made of beautiful fabrics, 

such as soft cotton, cotton jersey, basic 

stonewash cotton satin, hydrophilic- 

cotton, yarn dyed cotton jersey and 

washed cotton satin. The vtwonen  

collection is in tune with everything  

vtwonen stands for: high quality fabrics in 

matching soft colours, an eye for durability 

and up to date designs.
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Oilily‘s designs are colourful. This brand is 

going back to its roots and, as always, is a 

real mood lifter. Surprising combinations 

between colours, prints and textures that 

create an unexpected, cheerful and colour-

ful “clash”. That is what Oilily stands for. 

Never knowing what is coming, each 

design is a new surprise with a hint of 

nostalgia. A lifestyle that celebrates life. 
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The Rivièra Maison brand is one of  

exclusiveness, atmosphere and service. This 

is also expressed in the gorgeous  bed linen 

collections that are developed in collabora-

tion with Rivièra Maison. The duvet covers 

have a very luxurious appearance and are 

made of comfor- table, high quality materials. 

The Rivièra Maison bed linen collections are 

suitable for almost any type of interior due 

to the refined subtle designs and soft neutral 

colour shades. The unique matching 

accessories, such as decoration cushions and 

bedspreads complete the look.
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Emma, already well-known for her

matrasses, is one of the newest brands in 

the collection of Bedding House. A truly

innovative concept was developed for

Emma, resulting in a striking portable

packaging with an experience window

to touch the product and an innovative

way of branding the fitted sheets. Emma

bed textile gives your bedroom that soft

touch and cosy feeling you desire for a 

perfect night’s sleep. Experience it

yourself: Don’t Worry, Sleep Happy!
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Being both famous and popular, Marjolein 

Bastin duvet covers are a must-have for your 

bedroom. Marjolein Bastin is a Dutch illus-

trator inspired by mainly topics from nature, 

such as animals and plants. This enduring 

popularity of the brand and the designs we 

create have resulted in a list of bestsellers, 

such as the ‘Vogeltje’ (‘little bird’) design.
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The work of designer Mae Engelgeer  

can be described as fresh, modern  

and eye-catching. All of those elements 

emerge from Mae’s intuition, ultimately  

coming together into a unique product. 

Reintroducing often forgotten weaving  

techniques, her aesthetic is fresh, light  

and versatile. 
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Ambiante is a Bedding House owned bedding 

collection, made up of beautiful, contemporary 

designs and clear patterns. 

The collection is varied and offers something for 

everyone, young and old and for every type of 

bedroom. The price/quality ratio is remarkably 

good. The quality is reflected in a reasonably 

priced, comfortable product that is soft to the 

touch and maintains its quality after washing. 

Ambiante is simply familiar.
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